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Dr Helen Driver who has played a key role in PACN-Africa interactions over the past 6
years will be leaving the RSC. It is with sadness that we bid her farewell. She played a key
role in the training of young (and old!) chemists over the years and her cheerfulness and
enthusiasm will be missed by all who interacted with her. We wish her well in her new career.
The latest AJCE has been published and the contents page is included below.
Neil Coville
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3rd International Conference on Pure and Applied Chemistry (ICPAC-2020), Mauritius
4th International Symposium on Halogen Bonding South Africa
Fourth symposium on Analytical Chemistry for Sustainable Development (ACSD 2020),
Morocco.
NanoAfrica 2020 Johannesburg, South Africa.
26th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education, South Africa
First Commonwealth Chemistry Congress, Trinidad and Tobago

Information for the newsletter
Please send all information to either Beth (admin@faschem.org), Emmanuel Ohaekenyem
(ec.ohaekenyem@unizik.edu.ng ) or to me (neil.coville@wits.ac.za )
Beth has placed all earlier newsletters on the FASC website.
Advertising in the FASC newsletter
The newsletter will provide a means of getting messages to our member countries. This
newsletter thus provides a means of advertising employment opportunities, conferences and
workshops, and even for companies/Universities to promote themselves. We encourage
member countries to use the Newsletter for advertising purposes. All conferences and events
will be advertised for free; if not a FASC country, or related event there could be a small
charge. For advertising costs, contact Beth in the FASC office
FASC member countries
We are currently attempting to upgrade our country membership list. There is a small charge
associated with membership. Please contact the treasurer, Prof Yonas Chebude for
information (yonasc@faschem.org ; yonasdb1@yahoo.com).
Helen Driver

Dr Helen Driver MRSC; Senior Programme Manager, Africa; Royal Society of Chemistry,
UK
Helen worked with the PACN for 6 years and is now moving to the Research Office at the
University of Cambridge. To quote from her farewell letter “Working with the African
science community has been an absolute privilege, and this particularly includes the whole
team who have worked on the analytical training. Working together on this programme has
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been one of the highlights of my career and I am so proud of what we have achieved
together. We have now trained over 350 people, and it is impacting on research, teaching and
also government standards agencies and forensics”.
Some highlights from her work in Africa
GCMS/LCMS;
> 460 African scientists trained in analytical techniques by the end of 2020
Trained 15 local trainers including 5 women
Published a bespoke textbook for course attendees.
Delegates from 26 African countries have attended since 2016
PACN Congresses
2017 – Ghana, 2018 – Kenya, 2019 – Ethiopia, 2020 – Nigeria (TBC).
FASC support
A strong supporter of FASC and the FASC congresses
Background information on Helen: Helen graduated from Loughborough University, UK
with a BSc in Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Chemistry, which included a year with GSK in
Harlow, UK. She moved to the University of Bath to study for her PhD with Prof Barry
Potter. This was focussed on the design and synthesis of compounds with anti-prostate
cancer activity. She completed her PhD in 2008 and took up a role with the UK’s
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC). In 2011, she moved to India
as the Deputy Director of Research Councils UK India, based at the British High
Commission in New Delhi. In 2014 she moved back to the UK to join the Royal Society of
Chemistry. She leads the Royal Society of Chemistry activities in Africa, including the Pan
Africa Chemistry Network and the Analytical Training Partnership with GSK.
Neil Coville
ABC Chem Conference 2021
This event will be held at the Palais des congrès –Marrakech, Morocco from 14-18 December
2021. FASC will be hosting the event. Please diarise the date.
We are hoping to have an excellent turnout from member countries at this event. More
information will be made available in the months ahead.
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Chemical Society news
1)

South Africa

IUPAC's Global Women's Breakfast
This event was held on the 12th Feb 2020 at the University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg, South Africa (in association with SACI) with the theme: "building bonds to
create future leaders".
Scientists from around the world were invited to participate in the IUPAC 2020 Global
Women's Breakfast (GWB2020). This one day global event happened a day after the United
Nations Day of Women and Girls in Science. The overall purpose of the GWB2020 is to
establish an on-going virtual network where women in the chemical and related sciences can
connect with each other in a meaningful way to support their professional aspirations.
The event was well-attended with representation from many of the neighbouring academic
institutions as well as some industries. The event was opened to female professionals and
students. The event was made possible through generous financial support from the RSC and
the School of Chemistry (Wits).
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Report from Dr Sadhna Mathura
2) Nigeria
IUPAC's Global Women's Breakfast
The President of the Chemical Society of Nigeria, (CSN), Professor Sunday Olawale Okeniyi,
has harped on the need to encourage the participation of more women in Chemistry to further
provide platforms for mentoring of future leaders globally.
Okeniyi stated this at the 2020 annual IUPAC women’s breakfast meeting titled: “Bonding to
Create Future Leaders” held at more than 20 chapters of CSN across Nigeria namely; Abia,
Abuja, Adamawa, Benue, Ibadan, Ondo, Wukari, Kwara (University of Ilorin), Kwara
(Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomosho), Kwara (Al Hikma University,
Ilorin), Kwara (Emmanuel Alayande College of Education, Oyo), Kaduna (Kaduna State
University), Lagos, Warri (Delta), Osun (Bowen University, Iwo), Owerri, Enugu, Port
Harcourt (Rivers), Calabar, Abeokuta, Jos, Uyo, and others on Wednesday, 12th February
2020. He noted that the meeting is also expected to sensitize the girl child on the prospects of
a career in Chemistry.
The president disclosed that the gathering was expected to present a rich and robust body of
knowledge, insight and reflection on a thematic consideration of international importance and
global relevance. He said, “As I observed in the last two training workshops of women in
chemistry, Nigeria that Women have gathered in circles throughout the ages to support one
another, to mark the passing of time, to celebrate births, to care for children, and to work
together to vision and bring their dreams to life. “Ultimately, women have always gathered to
cultivate community.
He further said, in the words of Mel Farrugia, an American Kinesiologist and writer, she said
and I quote: “When women gather in sacred circle, in full support of one another, their
Oxytocin levels rise.” This struck a deep cord of truth, because I have experienced the deep
all- encompassing love of being supported and held by women; my mother, my wife, my
sisters and all of you gathered here today.”
Okeniyi also stressed that, “Searching for more information as a chemist, I discovered a study
which proved that Oxytocin is released in both men and women as part of our natural stress
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response. What happens after is what makes the difference…… The presence of Oestrogen in
women amplifies Oxytocin flow, whilst the rise of Testosterone in men diminishes Oxytocin
levels. “Oxytocin is known as the “love” hormone, and when it flows through women’s
bodies, it reduces stress and boosts love feelings. With its natural rise, Oxytocin encourages
bonding amongst women. So the more women gather in friendship for the purpose of
enriching lives and making history, the more Oxytocin is released; “It’s an organic wanting, a
beautiful process encouraging togetherness. A practical example in my house is the little
gathering of my wife and daughters which produce in return beneficial results. Therefore,
when women gather, great things will happen; when women converge, magic unfolds.”
Speaking further, the president opined that, “the gathering is a process of creating future
leaders amongst our dear women chemists globally and to elaborate and recreate what quality
future leaders are expected to have and do, including accomplishing great feats in a
circumstance that they previously were denied.
His words: “Bonding to create future leaders means accepting and allowing women who are
on the outside of the decision-making process bond into it as future leaders. “This puts a
strong emphasis on participation in political structures and formal decision-making and, in
the economic sphere, on the ability to obtain an income that enables participation in
economic decision-making.
“Therefore, in order to bond together as women and become quality future leaders in our
various endeavours, we must as women chemists cultivate and inculcate the following
characteristics of a good leader; honesty and integrity, confidence, being able to inspire
others, commitment and passion, good communicator, decision making capabilities,
accountability, delegation and empowerment, innovation and creativity, empathy, resilience,
emotional intelligence, humility and justifying transparency.”
In a similar vein, an Associate Professor of Organic Chemistry, Dr. Modupe M. Adeyemi of
the Nigerian Defence Academy (NDA), Kaduna decried short fall and lower proportion of
women in leadership positions in Nigeria. She expressed this while presenting a paper titled:
“Bonding to create future leaders: Confidence building for the women chemist in leadership
roles, during the Global Women-in-chemistry chemical society of Nigeria breakfast 2020 at
the Kaduna State University conference and seminar room of the university’s postgraduate
school in Kaduna.
She said, despite women’s numerous potentials and abundant qualities, they are still falling
short of men by 20 per cent in leadership cadre. Dr. Adeyemi noted that organizations with
greater percentage of women in leadership roles excelled better financially and
structurally. She explained that organizations in the top 20 per cent of financial performance
have 37 per cent of their leaders as women. She charged women chemist to build their
confidence to take over leadership role in the country. In his remarks, the President of the
Chemical Society of Nigeria (CSN), Prof. Sunday Okeniyi also commended the initiative of
the women in chemistry for their bold steps towards organising and sustaining yearly IUPAC
Global Women Breakfast meeting. He said women are strategically positioned in any society,
hence the need for women to network for better Nigeria. He equally charged them to co-opt
students of the chemistry department to enhance their sense of leadership.
Some of the Pictures taken at various chapters by women chemists and other participants.
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From Professor Sunday Olawale Okeniyi

Young Chemists News
News of upcoming events
1. Green Chemistry Postgraduate Summer School
The School will be held in Venice from 4th to 10h July 2020 www.unive.it/ssgc.
https://iupac.org/event/postgraduate-summer-school-on-green-chemistry/
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This Summer School follows the outcomes of the Symposium “Chemistry addressing UN-17
sustainable development goals” (Paris, IUPAC General Assembly and Congress, 8th July
2019 https://www.iupac2019.org/sympo-8-5). Outstanding teachers, major chemical
industries, top level students will be participating. Information concerning the 2018 previous
edition
at:
https://www.unive.it/pag/fileadmin/user_upload/extra/SSGC/documenti/IUPAC_Postgraduat
e_Summer_School_report_20_July_2018.pdf
The 2020 Summer School will be limited to 80 students with 20 teachers.
The fee is 600 € + VAT for 6 days in Venice, all included. There may be 35 grants for
students
from
less
advantaged
Countries,
contact
the
organizer
directly. green.chemistry@unive.it
African Journal of Chemical Education (AJCE)
A PDF version of the January 2020 is available. The online version is available at the FASC
website: www.faschem.org, under Journal) and the AJOL website (www.ajol.info).
Table of Contents:

The “first molecule”: He-H+ as a theme to study chemical bonding by molecular modeling 1
Robson Fernandes de Farias
Determination of essential and toxic heavy metals in barely (Hordeum vulgare) cultivated in
selected places in Amhara region, Ethiopia 6
Abebaw Shitahun and Merid Tessema
Integrating socio-economic activities of the local community into chemistry lessons:
a case of fermentation and incomplete combustion at Malambanyama day secondary
school in Chibombo district in central province of Zambia
19
Kennedy Kalebaila and Brighton Hamusonde
Chemical studies of commiphoraterebinthina and pycnostachys abyssinica
occurring in Ethiopia 47
Tegene Tesfaye Tole, Lomi Abayneh
Chemistry teachers’ interpretation of some students’ alternative conceptions – a pilot
study 69
Ruby Hanson
Assessment of levels of exposure to biogenic amines – a Gambia case study 97
Matarr Gaye, Osaro Iyekowa, Adjivon Anthony, Mandalena Mendy, Chukwudozie Cyril
Ntomchukwu, Oladele Oyelakin
Extraction of dye from bark of syzygium guineense for titanium dioxide
based dye sensitized solar cell as photo sensitizer 107
Girma Worku, Demisachew Shitaw
Synthesis composite of TiO2/chitosan and TiO2/ bentonite for removing turbidity
from Ismailia canal as water treatment plant 124
A. Marey
Creativity in workshop: overlap and underlap card technique for concentration
units of second semester general chemistry 134
Cassandra Orozco, James E. Becvar, and Mahesh Narayan
Chemistry teaching, 'scientific illiteracy' and 'functional illiteracy' in Brazil 141
Robson Fernandes de Farias
Titrimetric analysis of commercial bleach-A Gambia case study 146
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Fatou Marong, Osaro Iyekowa, Oladele Oyelakin, Adjivon Anthony, Mandalena Mendy,
Chukwudozie Cyril Ntomchukwu
Dr. Temechegn Engida e-mail: temechegne@faschem.org, t.engida@unesco.org ;
African Journals of Chemistry
 Journal of the Kenya Chemical Society (JKCS)
This is a peer-reviewed multi-disciplinary chemistry journal published by the Kenya
Chemical Society (KCS). JKCS publishes findings from all areas of chemistry including
organic, inorganic, physical, analytical, materials chemistry and nanoscience,
computational chemistry and environmental chemistry. JKCS also publishes reviews in
all
areas
of
chemistry.
Published
articles
are
available
at
https://kenyachemicalsociety.org/journals. Manuscripts for submission to JKCS should be
prepared according to the Template for JKCS articles available at
https://kenyachemicalsociety.org/journals. The manuscripts should be submitted to the
Editor-in-Chief at eic.jkcs@gmail.com for processing and peer-review.
 Chemistry Africa.
A Journal of the Tunisian Chemical Society
https://www.springer.com/chemistry/journal/42250?utm_source=hybris&utm_medium=e
mail&utm_content=internal&utm_campaign=JFTT_2_aww_2018newjournals
 Journal of the Mauritanian Chemical Society (JMCS)
Publishes research articles and conference proceedings in English or French. This is
published online at: http://www.scmauritania.org/journal-scm; M A Sanhoury, JMCS
Coordination Editor
 South African Journal of Chemistry
This Journal is published electronically. The webpage is: http://www.saci.co.za/, Details
of the journal and the editors can be seen at http://www.journals.co.za/sajchem/. The
South African Journal of Chemistry, published by the South African Chemical Institute,
has been publishing high quality papers, in all fields of Chemistry for over 100 years. The
Journal went fully electronic in 2000 and is freely available through open access online
(http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/chem).
 African Corrosion Journal (online).
Commenced in 2015 – a peer reviewed corrosion journal. This journal may be of interest
to
the
“practical”
chemists
amongst
the
SACI
membership. https://view.publitas.com/icp-1/african-corrosion-journal
 African Journal of Chemical Education
Enquiries and manuscripts should be addressed to the Editor-in-Chief:
email eic@faschem.org, PO Box 2305, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. AJCE, 2016, 6(1) ISSN
2227-5835 The online version appears in the FASC website (www.faschem.org) and in
the AJOL website (www.ajol.info).


South African Journal of Science TOC@assaf.org.za

 Journal of the Chemical Society of Nigeria
csnjournals@gmail.com; csnjournals@yahoo.com; editor@chemsocnigeria.org
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 Bulletin of the Chemical Society of Ethiopia
http://www.ajol.info/index.php/bcse/index
 South African Journal of Chemical Engineering
A fully open access journal http://www.journals.elsevier.com/south-african-journalof-chemical-engineering/
 African Journal of Pure and Applied Chemistry
EditorialOffice: ajpac@academicjournals.org; helpdesk: helpdesk@academicjournals.org;
URL: www.academicjournals.org/journal/AJPAC
 Scientific African
Published by the Next Einstein Forum in collaboration with Elsevier.
https://www.journals.elsevier.com/scientific-african
African Academy of Sciences
Researcher mobility funds to promote collaboration among African and Indian scientists.
Africa India Mobility Fund
https://www.aasciences.ac.ke/aesa/programmes/mobility-schemes-africa-india-mobility-fund
RSC-PACN news

1)

Access to all Royal Society of Chemistry journals

Access is available free of charge to universities and research institutions in 99 developing
nations, through our partnership with Research4Life.
https://www.rsc.org/campaigns/m/v18/co/pacn_research4life/

This means that if you work at a registered institution in one of these countries, you now
have access to everything the Royal Society of Chemistry publishes online.
Check if your institute is registered with Research4Life. If your institute is not yet
registered, you can register your institute here.
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Upcoming Events and Conferences Supported by the Pan Africa Chemistry
Network

https://www.rsc.org/events/africa
GCMS and LCMS courses to be held in Kenya, Ethiopia, Ghana and Nigeria – now open
for applications.
We welcome applications from researchers, lecturers, technicians, MSc students and PhD
students in the chemical sciences from universities and research institutions across Africa.
Full travel allowances (including all travel, accommodation and food) will be provided.We
will cover all aspects of: gas chromatography, method development, quantitative analysis
and spectral interpretation of GC-MS.
So if you want to develop your practical analytical techniques to solve local challenges and
contribute to global scientific knowledge, make sure you give yourself enough time to
check our application criteria and carefully consider your answers to our
application questions. You’ll also need to arrange a letter of introduction
and recommendation if you’re a student.
Don’t miss out. Everything you need to know is on our website


International Conference on Pure and Applied Chemistry (ICPAC) 6-10th July
2020, Flic-en-Flac, Mauritius

https://www.rsc.org/events/detail/42578/international-conference-on-pure-andapplied-chemistry-icpac


Africans in STEM Symposium, 17th April 202, Cambridge, UK

https://www.africansinstem.co.uk/
The event is an opportunity for African/ of African-descent researchers in STEM or
individuals working on STEM areas with an African focus, across the UK to connect, share
ideas, learn and form collaborations.


Fourth Symposium on Analytical Chemistry for Sustainable Development
(ACSD 2020), 25th-27th March, 2020, Marrakech, Morocco, Morocco

http://www.amcadd.org.ma/
3)

3) Funding opportunities
https://www.rsc.org/awards-funding/funding/
-

-

Inclusion & Diversity Fund
This provides financial support for innovative products, activities and research
projects that promote inclusion and diversity in the chemical science community.
Up to the value of £5,000.
https://www.rsc.org/awards-funding/funding/inclusion-diversity-fund/
Scientific Meetings Grant
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Apply for up to £2,000 to support your scientific meeting. The next closing date is
29 February 2020
https://www.rsc.org/scienceandtechnology/funding/division-small-grants/index.asp
Assistance grants
Financial assistance of up to £1,000 per year to help chemists who require
additional support to attend professional events such as a meeting, conference,
workshop or professional development event.
https://www.rsc.org/new-perspectives/talent/assistance-grants/
Grants for careers
You can apply for up to £1,000 per year to help you attend a chemistry-related
event. This money would be used to cover any additional costs you incur paying for
care that you usually provide.
https://www.rsc.org/new-perspectives/talent/grants-for-carers/
Pan Africa Chemistry Network
Funding is also available to support conferences and events in Africa to support
African science. Please contact Africa@rsc.org.

Commonwealth Chemistry (CC)

1) Commonwealth Chemistry Congress

First Commonwealth Chemistry Congress – Partnerships for the Goals
The University of the West Indies, Trinidad and Tobago, 18-21 May 2020
Commonwealth Chemistry, the Federation of Commonwealth Chemical Sciences Societies,
is delighted to announce that the inaugural Commonwealth Chemistry Congress (CCC) will
take place at the Trinidad and Tobago campus of the University of West Indies from 18-21st
May 2020.
The Congress will have a strong focus on early career chemists across the Commonwealth,
with the aim of furthering their career development, enabling joint research and education
activities, and providing training on policy and communicating research outputs.
https://www.rsc.org/events/detail/40292/first-commonwealth-chemistry-congress
Funding opportunity
The Intra-Africa Academic Mobility Scheme fourth Call for proposals published
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The European Union will invest further €10 million in projects to promote student and
staff mobility in Africa under the Intra-Africa Academic Mobility Scheme. The fourth Call
for proposals was published on 19 February 2020 with a deadline for submission of
applications on 19 May 2020.
The Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA) of the European
Commission published on 19 February 2020 the fourth Call for proposals under the IntraAfrica Academic Mobility Scheme. The Agency is responsible for managing the programme
in collaboration with the African Union Commission and under the supervision of the
Directorate-General for International Cooperation and Development of the European
Commission.
The Intra-Africa Academic Mobility Scheme supports higher education cooperation between
countries in Africa. It provides financial support to partnerships of African higher education
institutions (HEIs) for the organisation and the implementation within African countries of
student mobility in high quality master and doctoral programmes, as well as of staff mobility
for teaching, training and research assignments. The overall objective of the scheme is to
enhance human capital development in Africa. More specifically, it aims to increase the
employability of students, improve the quality and relevance of higher education in Africa
and to strengthen the modernisation and internationalisation of African higher education
institutions.
The Intra-Africa Academic Mobility Scheme is set up under the Pan-African Programme
based on the experience of the Intra-ACP Academic Mobility Scheme. Twenty-one projects
were selected between 2016 and 2019 as a result of the three Intra-Africa Calls for proposals
so far.
The recently published fourth Call for proposals is open to HEIs from Africa. Applications
must be submitted to EACEA in accordance with the conditions and timetable defined in the
Call for proposals EACEA/07/2020. The Lead applicant institution submits the application on
behalf of the partnership, which must be composed of minimum 4 and maximum 6 African
HEIs (including the Lead applicant). In addition, a HEI from the EU, holding an Erasmus
Charter for Higher Education, must be included in the partnership as technical partner. Each
project budget is between €1 and 1.4 million. The deadline for submission of application is
19 May 2020 at 17:00 Brussels Time.
The selected projects will receive a grant to cover the costs of the organisation of the mobility
flows and the scholarships to be awarded to the selected students and staff.
A web-streaming information session will take place on 17 March 2020 to explain the
opportunities offered by the intra-Africa Academic Mobility Scheme and in particular its
fourth Call for proposals. Speakers will offer advice and tips on how to prepare and submit
project proposals. Interested participants can follow the event online via our live web stream
here:
https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/intra-africa/events/intra-africa-academic-mobilityscheme-4th-call-for-proposals_en.
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call for proposals EACEA/07/2020
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https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/intra-africa/funding/intra-africa-academic-mobility-scheme2020_en, also available on the Funding & tender opportunities portal of the European
Commission. Contact: EACEA-IntraAfrica-IntraACP@ec.europa.eu
Conferences
1) 3rd Training workshop for Women Chemists, 1-3 June 2020 University of Port
Harcourt, Nigeria
2) 10th International Conference of the Kenya Chemical Society, 4-7 Aug 2020, Kisumu
City, Kenya
3) 3rd International Conference on Pure and Applied Chemistry (ICPAC-2020), 6-10
July 2020, Mauritius, http://sites.uom.ac.mu/icpac2020
4) 4th International Symposium on Halogen Bonding, 23-27 March 2020, Stellenbosch,
SA
5) Fourth symposium on analytical chemistry for sustainable development (ACSD
2020). March 25-27, 2020, Morocco, www.amcadd.org.ma
6) Nanoafrica 2020 19-22 April 2020, Johannesburg SA admin@nic.ac.za
7) 26th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education Cape Town 13-17
July 2020; https://www.icce2020.org.za/
8) First Commonwealth Chemistry Congress, 18-21 May 2020, The University of the
West Indies, Trinidad and Tobago
9)
Detailed Conference Information
1) 3rd Training workshop for Women Chemists
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2) 10th International Conference of the Kenya Chemical Society
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3) International Conference on Pure and Applied Chemistry (ICPAC-2020)
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4) 4th International Symposium on Halogen Bonding

5)

Fourth symposium on analytical chemistry for sustainable development (ACSD
2020)

The Fourth symposium on analytical chemistry for sustainable development (ACSD 2020)
will be held in Marrakech, Morocco - Adam Park Hotel, March 25-27, 2020.
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6) 8th International Conference on Nanoscience and Nanotechnology in Africa
(NanoAfrica 2020)
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7) 26th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education (ICCE 2020)

